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The potential exists for incurring unnecessary costs
through the duplicative development by the Air Force and the
Navy of computer flight plan (CFP) systems to take advantage of
or to avoid weather conditions. The CFP systems are being
designed to optimize aircraft routing and reduce fuel
consumption. The two services are developing CFP systems
independently of each other, and, as a result, two separate
computer software programs will be developed requiring an
additicnal computer. If there are savings to be realized through
joint development of CFP systems, the necessity for each service
to develop its own system is questionable. Since commercial
airlines and certain Air Force astimates already show that
savings can be achieved through improved CFP systems, there is
no need for the Air Force to independently test a system to
determine if it is economically feasible. The current
independent actions should be halted until both services justify
the nee for independent rather than oint CFP system
development and the Air Frce can demonstrate the need for an
economic feasibility test. If the tests are needed, the Air
Force should be required to show that less costly test
procedures have been adequately considered. (RRS)



UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE ) 16
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

LOGISTICS ANO COMMUN;CATIONS
OIVISION

8-163074 OCTOBER 10, 1978

The Honorable
The Secretary of Defense

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This is an interim report on our ongoing review of
selected weather activities (code 9,'7324). During thiseffort we found that the potential exists for incurring
unnecessary costs through the duplicative development ofcomputer flight plan (CFP) systems to take advantage of,or avoid, weather conditions. We are bringing this to
your attention because independent Air Force and Navyactions which would lead to this duplicative effort are
imminent.

The CFP systems are being designed to optimize aircraftrouting and thereby reduce fuel consumption. The Air Forceand Navy plan to develop and maintain CFP systems indepen-dent of one another. As a esult, two separate computer
software pro,-rams will be developed and maintained aid an
additional computer will be required. Also, the Air Forceplans to conduct extensive CFP testing which may not be
needed.

Our concerns cnter on two interrelated questior3. If,as it appears, there are savings to be realized through thedevelopment of CFP systems, why should each service indepen-
dently develop their own systems? If commercial airlines,and certain Air Force eimates already show that savinqs
can be achieved through improved CFP systems, why must theAir Force independently test a system to determine if it iseconomically feasible?

We believe that savings can be realized through jointdevelopment which ould nct only meet Air Force and Navyrequirements but could have Government-wide applications.We have discussed this subject with Department of Defense
and military service officials. Although some aqreementwith our position can b found and initial Air Force analysesindicate that savings a:e available, we have been told thatthe decision to independently develop and test remains un-
changed.
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We have not been provided any specific data which sup-
ports the need for independence and additional testing. A
brief discussion of our observations and suggestions follows.

BACKGROUND

The need for better flight plans designed to educe
fuel consumption and provide greater capability has been
recognized for some time. Flight plans, which describe a
particular optimum route, car. oe prepared by a computer
that evaluates weather data, aircraft characteristics, and
the flight destination or purpose. This route takes advari-
tage of the most favorable wind and cemperature conditions
to optimize aircraft performance. Advanced systems can also
calculate the minimum amount f fuel required to safely fly
this route. Depending on the flight objective, CFPs can be
prepared for flying a route at minimum cost, time, or fuel
consumption in less time nd more a:curately t n a man-
ually prepared plan.

The Air Force, Navy, and commercial air ines -utreitly
use CFP systems to suprort aircraft movements. The ir
2orce's sstem was developed in the late 1950s and was desigjn-
ed to automate the manual work of the navigator. The Air
Force still uses this system. The Navy also uses it but, a4
discussed below, acquired additional capabilities in 1974.
Major commercial airlines generally began using CFP systems
in he mid-1960s to standardize flight planning.

In recent years, as fuel costs have rapidly increased,
great,: emphasis has been placed on improving CFP systems.
In particular, the ability to estimate the minimum fuel re-
quired for a flight has become increasingly important. Not
only does carrying excess fuel add to an aircraft's weight,
it also means a plane must burn more fuel to carry this
weight. In 1974, the Navy began to contract for CFPs that
could take advantage of this important fuel-saving aspect.

Commercial airlines have alsc improved their systems.
In our discussions with commercial airline officials we were
told that although not measured, substantial savings are
being achieved through CFP. Originally CFP was introduced
as a labor saving action--irstead of the pilots coming in
2 hours early to manually prepare plans, standardized
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plans were developed to save this time and in turn salarycosts. As fuel cos-s increased, additional savings wererecognized in reduced consumption.

The commercial airlines also monitor the performanceof their pilots and aircraft, i.e., do certain pilots burnexcessive uel on takeoff/landings, or are aircraft perform-ing poorly indicating a need for mintenance to achievegreater fuel economy.

We have been told that the Defense Audit Service hasrecently completed an audit of this subject--implementation
of reduced power concepts in the operation of Department ofDefense fixed-wing, jet-powered aircraft--and that theirreport (estimated to be released in November 1978) empha-sizes the need for implementing reduced power concepts andaddresses the potential savings which can be achieved.

Current Air Force and Navy CFP systems have operatinglimitations. The Air Force system basically has not changedsince it was first developed. For example, if changes ina oute are required--to take advantage of winds or by-passtemporarily restricted areas--the changes must be made man-ually or a new route constructed before an uodated CFP canbe obtained. Flight planners now average over 2,000 up-dates each month. In contrast, advanced CFP systems on themarket today automatically construct optimum routes.

In addition, advanced systems compute optimum points tostart a climb or descent by using wind forecasts at variousaltitudes rather than the current practice of using onlycruise altitude winds. The Air Force system also lacks theability to compute the least amount of fuel an aircraft cansafely carry per flight.

In part because of the fuel managment limitations withthe Air Force system, the Navy contracted in 1974 withLockheed ircraft Service Company for services from theirtime and fuel-oriented JETPLAN CFP system. While this sys-tem does calculate the important minimum fuel load it alsohas some limitations. The Navy, for example, cannot includeits classified flights on Lockheed computers nor can it usethe system for flights which originate and end at the samelocation, such as surveillance, or search and rescue flights.In addition, Navy officials consider JETPLAN contract coststoo high.
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NEED FOR JOINT CFP DEVELOPMENT

Because of the limitations n existing systems, the AirForce and Navy plan to independently develop more functional
in-house systems. We believe a joint effort would reduce thepoctenitial for duplicative tasking and save money.

The Navy has contracted to d-op a system to meet
their requirements and plans to award additional computer-
software-development contracts in the immediate fututa. They
belie;e that a complete system patterned after JETPLN willcost about $500,000. It can be operational, they say, by
about October 1979.

.he Air Force also plans to develop its own system afterfirst testing the economic feasibility of an advanced system.This test, which is discussed further below, is budgeted at$685 000. Full in-house development of this advanced systemis estimated to cost $2.7 million and be operational in late2981. While the cost estimates of these two systems va:y
significantly, our comparison of the systems design objec-
tives indicates that they are very similar. For example,
both systems 'i..ll require software development, and containopt mum route selection, ir refueling support, and minimum
tuel loading. While the Navy can us: existing computer sys-tems, the Air Force plans to acquire an additional com:iter
at an estmated cost of $250,000 a year for operationally
producing CFPs.

Air Force and Navy officials stated that they were awareof each others' efforts in developing a CFP system. A Navy
official stated that in 1975 they tried to get the Air orceinvolved in a joint development effort. But they were told
that Air Force funding limitations at that time precluded
such efforts.

Many officials from both services agree that a jointCFP develooment effort would reduce duplication, and provide
a system at a substantially lower cost. Our review of heservices' long-range CFP development efforts and proposed
future budgets, however, indicate that no concerted effortis being made for joint development. The Air Force plan and
future budgets do not consider Navy CFP requirements. TheNavy plan recognizes that their system could be used for
other agencies' CFP requirements.

Why should each service develop its own system? Why
the large cost differential between the proposed systems?
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We believe these are some of the questions which need to be
answered with definitive data before each srvice roceeds
i. developing its own sys:em.

QUESTIONABLE BENEFITS
FROM PERFORMING A TEST

Another key question is the need for an economic feasi-
bility test by the Air Force. In addition to the costs, our
concerns are that 1) a key objective of the test is to deter-
mine the economic feasibility of an advanced ystem when exist-
ing data apparently already sho s it is economJic''y feasibl_.
and 2) once the test is completed and the potential for sav-
ings is demonstrated, the Air Force plans to develop its own
system with an estimated cost of $2.7 million but, by tis
time the GNavy system will probably be in place and the pten-
tial for joint development lost.

Theoretically the Air Force could select the Navy's sys-
ten after the test. However, they do not plan to do so now.
And the key to successful joint development is the assurance
that the system developed satisfies all essencial require-
ments, and one system can be used by more than one service.
Historically independent development has not provided for
these assurances.

The Air Force test procedures primarily consist of modi-
fying the Navy's existing CFP contract with Lockheed to convert
JETPLAN computer software over to operate on Air Force compu-
ters. About $685,000 has been budgeted for this conversion.
After conversion, a JETPLAN-generated light lan will be com-
pared to an Air Force plan to determine potential savings.
In addition, planes will fly the routes developed by both CFP
systems for further comparisons. If substantial savings re-
sult, Air Force officials estimate they can lease the JETPLA
software for about $150,000 for producing CFP on an operation-
al basis. By doing this the JETPLAN system could be used for
2 to 5 years while the Air Force develops their own system
which is estimated to cost $2.7 million.

We believe the potential for savings with an advanced
fuel oriented CFP system is apparent and therefore the need
for independent testing is questionable. Air Force documents
show that on a conservative basis, a percent savings in
fuel consumption can be achieved throuah an advanced system.
This estimate was based on commercial airlines and Navy expe-
riences. This seemingly small 1 percent savings equates to
an annual $3.7 million fuel savings for just the Air Force
C-141 and C-S aircraft.
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It: 1975, the Navy conducted a cost effectiveness test
of the JETPLA. CFP system. Based on about 300 P-3 aircraft
flights, the test concluded that a 4 ercent savings in fuel
consumption could be achieved by using JETPLAN atA:er than
manual flight planning :ocedures.

The official Air Force position we received or test-
!ng was that the amount of savings resultina from an advanced
systenm must be demonstrated for the following reasons:

--A consistent weather data base, such as winds
and temperatures, is needed for evaluating cost
differences between the two CFPs. Currently
JETPLAN flight clans use National Weather Ser-
vice weather data, and the Air Force uses their
own wea-her data, which may differ.

-- The Air Force's proposed advanced CFP system
may not be cost effective. Wh'ie te Navy
and commercial ar lnes report cost a'inqs,
the savings may not apply to the Air Force
because the A_ Force has a CFP system that
is being pgraded compared to the Navy and
some commercial air lines which rogressec
from a manual to a CFP systerl. Therefor=,
the cost effectiveness for an upgraded system
must be independently tested.

--JETPLAN CFPs must be flown to determine if
they are practical, and to determlnp ho,
often p lots deviate from the recomnended
route. A significant number of deviations
may result in little fuel savings.

--Pilots may carry mcre fuel than actually
reauired for a particular flight. A test
to determine how often additional fuel is
carried is needed to calculate the amount
of fuel or cost savings otainable under
actual operating conditions.

We agree that a consistent weather data base is needed
to compare one CFP to another, but believe that the expense
of converting software may not be recqu:ed. We found that-.e Air Force nas not considered various alternatives for ob-
tanng a consistent weather data base. We were told that
at onal -;eather erv:ce data, wth some prcrammng , could

De placed on A - Force cmpute:s. We believe that the Air
Force should consider o ther alternatives before nvestinc 13mcnths of effort and aut $685,000 to convert CF software
from one system to anoter



We recognize that the 4 percent savings experienced inthe Navy's test of P-3 aircraft was based on a comparison ofmanual versus CFP. And the proposed advanced Air Force sys-tem is an upgrade of an existing computer system, so the sav-ings may not match 4 percent. As discussed aove, the A rForce estimated that or just the C-141 and C-5 aircraft(considering the tpes of peacetime flights, these aircraftpresumably will have the best cost savings potential) a 1percent savings would equate to a $3.7 million return inone year. These savings would approximate the combined
test and developmenit costs of an advanced system. Further-more, the Navy has already justified developing an advancedsystem, and their cost estimates of about $500,000 for afully developed system are less than the $685,000 budgetedfor just the Air Force CFP test. Therefore, w see no needfor further testing to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of
an advanced system.

It may .iot be r ssary to determine the number of pilotdeviations which occur on an advance CFP route. However, ifnecessary, why couldn't they be based on ast ir Force andaidvy experiences? We were told by Air Force and Navy offi-cials that pilots generally fly the CFP route specified. TheNavy did not control such variations in their cost-effective-ness test of the JETPLAN system because their test was meantto reflect actual operating conditions. When pilots ac:ually
encounter these variations from time to time, they havelittle control over them. Thus, the Navy evaluated theeffect of JETPLAN on fuel usage and flight time under realis-tic conditions. We, therefore, believe that flying aircraftto determine how often variations in flights occur is ques-tionable for the purpose of ealuating the economic feasi-bility of the advanced CFP.

Pilots specifying the amount of fuel they want to carryon their aircraft may indicate a need to monitor fuel consump-tion rather than a reason to test an advanced CFP system.Minimum fuel loading is a vital way to conserve fuel consump-tion. Commercial airlines routinely monitor pilot performanceto insure that minimum fuel loading is maintained. Neverthe-less, we found that neither the Air Force nor the Navy monitorfuel loading, nor do they plan to do so in the future. In1977, monitoring procedures were proposed within the MilitaryAirlift Command to track the effectiveness of the Comnmand's
fuel conservation policies. These procedures were subsequent-ly rejected because they entailed much paperwork. We believethat monitoring fuel consumption is necessary to insure thatthe full potential for fuel savings is realized as part of our
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national energy goals. We further believe that past pilotpractices shou.d not be.a key factor in determining the bene-
fits of a CP system.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Duplicate Air Force and Navy efforts to develop andoperate separate CFP systems appear likely unless actions aretaken by DOD. Attempts at coordination in the past have notbeen successful. Oacause the ir Force believes it essentialto test for economic feasibility first, it appears that joint
development will not be likel. in the future.

For these reasons and because independent service actionsare imminent, we are ringing this to your attention now. Werecommend that you stop current independent actions until:

-- The Air Force can demonstrate the need fr aneconomic feasibility test. If needed, they should
be required to show that less costly test proce-
dures have been adequately considered.

-- Both services justify the need for independent,
instead of joint, CP system development.

We also recommend that adequate pilot monitoring proce-dures--similar to those used by commercial airlines--be insti
tuted to achieve minimum safe aircraft fuel loads and i turnmaximize fuel savings.

We would appreciate receiving your views on our observa-tions and recommendations. if you need additic nal information
please contact Paul Math, 275-3697.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza-tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency tosubmit a written statement on actions taken on our recommen-
dations to the House Committee on Government Operations andthe Senate Committee on Governmenta: Affairs not later than
60 days after the date of the report and to the Houise andSenate Committees on Appropriations with the agency's firstrequest for appropriations made more than 60 days after the
date of the report.

,ve are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and udget; the Chairmen, House Commit-
tee on Government Operations, Senate Committee on Governmental
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Affairs, and the House and Senate Committees on Appropriationsand Armed Services; and the Secretaries of the Navy, and AirForce.

Silicerely yours,

R. W. Gutmann
Director
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